Reducing secondary organic aerosol formation from gasoline vehicle exhaust
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On-road gasoline vehicles are a major source of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) in urban areas. We investigated SOA formation by oxidizing dilute, ambient-level exhaust concentrations from a fleet of on-road gasoline vehicles in a smog chamber. We measured less SOA formation from newer vehicles meeting more stringent emissions standards. This suggests that the natural replacement of older vehicles with newer ones that meet more stringent emissions standards should reduce SOA levels in urban environments. However, SOA production depends on both precursor concentrations (emissions) and atmospheric chemistry (SOA yields). We found a strongly nonlinear relationship between SOA formation and the ratio of nonmethane organic gas to oxides of nitrogen (NOx) (NMNOx: NOx), which affects the fate of peroxy radicals. For example, changing the NMNOx: NOx from 4 to 10 ppbC/ppbNOx increased the SOA yield from dilute gasoline vehicle exhaust by a factor of 8. We investigated the implications of this relationship for the Los Angeles area. Although organic gas emissions from gasoline vehicles in Los Angeles are expected to fall by almost 80% over the next two decades, we predict no reduction in SOA production from these emissions due to the effects of raising NMNOx: NOx on SOA yields. This highlights the importance of integrated emission control policies for NOx and organic gases.

Organic aerosol (OA) is a major component of atmospheric fine particles, which pose serious health risks and strongly influence Earth’s climate. OA is comprised of primary and secondary organic aerosol (POA and SOA). SOA is formed in the atmosphere from the oxidation of organic vapors (SOA precursors); POA is directly emitted by sources. Even in urban areas, SOA concentrations often exceed POA levels (1). Tailpipe emissions from on-road gasoline vehicles are an important source of SOA in urban environments (2–4). For most vehicles, SOA formation exceeds the POA emissions after a few hours of atmospheric oxidation (5, 6). Therefore, controlling SOA precursor emissions is needed to reduce human exposure to fine particulate matter.

Over the past several decades, increasingly stringent regulations have led to dramatic reductions in gasoline vehicle nonmethane organic gas (NMNOG) emissions in the United States and elsewhere. These regulations were mainly driven by the need to reduce ozone production, but they also reduced SOA formation because a portion of NMNOG comprises SOA precursors (4). However, the effectiveness of these regulations at reducing fine particulate matter exposure is not known because of large gaps in our understanding of SOA formation (7, 8).

Smog chamber experiments using dilute exhaust have been conducted to quantify the SOA formation of gasoline vehicle exhaust (5, 9–11). Less SOA is formed from newer, lower-NMNOG–emitting vehicles that meet more stringent emissions standards than from older, higher-emitting vehicles (5, 10, 11). However, exhaust from newer vehicles have higher effective SOA yields (SOA production per unit mass of reacted precursors) than exhaust from older vehicles (5, 10, 11). Gordon et al. (5) hypothesize that newer vehicles emit a more potent mix of SOA precursors than older vehicles, but this hypothesis has not been tested because of gaps in our knowledge of SOA formation and the complex and incompletely specified NMNOG emissions. If true, this may reduce the benefits of recently promulgated stricter emissions standards for gasoline vehicles (e.g., California LEV-III regulations).

We comprehensively characterized the emissions from 59 light-duty gasoline vehicles and performed smog chamber experiments with a subset of the fleet (25 vehicles) to investigate the effects of tightening vehicle emissions standards on SOA formation. All vehicles were recruited from the California in-use fleet; they span a wide range of model years (MY, 1988–2014), manufacturers, and emissions control technologies/standards. For discussion, we categorize these vehicles by emission certification standard: pre-LEV vehicles (Tier 0 and Tier 1; MY 1988–2003), LEV vehicles (transitional low-emission vehicles and low-emission vehicles; MY 1991–2012), ULEV vehicles (ultra-low-emission vehicles; MY 2003–2013), and SULEV vehicles (super-ultra-low and partial-zero-emission vehicles; MY 2012–2014) (SI Appendix). SULEV vehicles meet the most stringent emissions standard under the California LEV-II regulations.

California is phasing in even stricter LEV-III regulations for model years 2015–2025 (A comparable set of federal standards, Tier 3, is also being implemented over this time period). SULEV emissions are comparable to those from an average LEV-III
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vehicle in model year 2025 (12). Therefore, our results provide insight into the potential effectiveness of the recently promulgated regulations to reduce SOA formation from on-road gasoline vehicles.

Our experiments follow the approach of Gordon et al. (5). We tested each vehicle on a chassis dynamometer using the cold-start Unified Cycle, which simulates southern California driving. We sampled the entire tailpipe emissions using a constant-volume sampler (CVS) from which dilute exhaust was collected for chemical analysis. For a subset \((n = 25)\) of the vehicles, we transferred dilute exhaust from the CVS through a passivated, heated line into a 7 m\(^3\) smog chamber equipped with black lights (model F40BL UVA, General Electric) to initiate photochemistry. The oxidation phase of the experiments typically lasted 3 h, which corresponded to 3–13 h of atmospheric processing at an OH concentration of \(1.5 \times 10^5\) molecules cm\(^{-3}\). We provide additional experimental details in SI Appendix.

**Results and Discussion**

In Fig. 1, we present NMOG emissions and SOA production data from the 25 vehicles tested in the smog chamber. Here “NMOG” refers to nonmethane organic gases measured by flame ionization detection (FID), which responds to both hydrocarbons and oxygenated compounds (13). The SOA production data have been corrected for wall losses (SI Appendix).

Fig. 1A shows that NMOG emissions decreased by 98% from the median pre-LEV to the median SULEV vehicle, underscoring the effectiveness of the tightening of emissions standards. We measured less SOA production from low-emitting vehicles (Fig. 1B). Therefore, tightening tailpipe emissions standards also reduces SOA formation from gasoline vehicle exhaust. However, the reductions in SOA production are less than the decrease in NMOG emissions. For example, ULEV vehicles have about a factor of 20 lower NMOG emissions compared with pre-LEV vehicles, but only a factor of 3 less SOA production. This raises concerns about the effectiveness of new emissions standards at reducing SOA in urban areas.

SULEV vehicles have the lowest SOA production, comparable to the average SOA production (~2 mg SOA/kg fuel) measured during dynamic blank experiments when the chamber was only filled with dilution air from the CVS (no exhaust) (SI Appendix). This complicates quantifying SOA production from SULEV vehicles because the dynamic blank likely overestimates background contamination (14). However, it is clear that SOA production from SULEV vehicles is very low. We did measure SOA formation from SULEV vehicles during parallel experiments conducted with an oxidation flow reactor that featured higher SOA concentrations and higher oxidant exposures.

The trend in SOA production relative to NMOG emissions can be quantified in terms of an effective SOA yield, defined as the measured SOA mass divided by the mass of reacted SOA precursors (SI Appendix). As described below, only a subset of the NMOG emissions are SOA precursors. We calculated the mass of reacted SOA precursors in each experiment using the measured initial SOA precursor concentrations and OH exposure (SI Appendix). Presenting the data as SOA yields accounts for any differences in SOA production due to different OH exposures between experiments.

Fig. 1C shows the distribution of effective SOA mass yields by vehicle class. Exhaust from lower-NMOG-emitting vehicles has higher SOA yields, increasing from \(0.05 \pm 0.03\) (avg ± SD) for pre-LEV to 0.30 ± 0.13 for LEV and 0.48 ± 0.18 for ULEV vehicles. Although the very low SOA production from SULEV vehicles makes any estimate of the SOA yield highly uncertain (Fig. 1B), the NMOG composition data discussed below suggest that SOA formation potential of SULEV exhaust is similar to LEV and ULEV vehicles. The trend in effective SOA yields by vehicle class is not due to differences in OA concentrations in the smog chamber (5) or biases due to the wall losses of condensable gases.

Fig. 1. Emissions and SOA production data from photooxidation experiments with dilute gasoline vehicle exhaust for different vehicle classes: (A) NMOG emissions, (B) end-of-experiment SOA production, and (C) effective SOA yields. The boxes represent the 75th and 25th percentiles of the data from individual vehicle tests with the centerline being the median. The whiskers are the 90th and 10th percentiles. The SOA production from SULEV was comparable to that measured during dynamic blank experiments, indicated by the dashed line in B. As discussed in the text, the SOA yields for SULEV vehicles were not estimated due to the large uncertainty in SOA production. This figure combines data from 14 newly tested vehicles (1 pre-LEV, 3 LEV, 3 ULEV, and 7 SULEV vehicles) with previously published data for 11 additional vehicles (3 pre-LEV, 3 LEV, and 5 ULEV vehicles) from Gordon et al. (5).
vapors (SI Appendix). For example, the median OA concentration in the smog chamber during the pre-LEV experiments was 3 times higher than during ULEV experiments; this shifts gas-particle partitioning of semivolatile organics toward the condensed phase and increases SOA yields, which is opposite to the trend in the actual data.

To investigate the trend in SOA formation by vehicle class, we comprehensively characterized the NMOG emissions. We quantified almost 300 individual compounds and lumped components consisting of a group of compounds with similar volatility and molecular structure, including volatile organic compounds (VOCs), intermediate volatility organic compounds (IVOCs), and semivolatile organic compounds (SVOCs) (SI Appendix).

Fig. 24 presents the median NMOG composition for each vehicle class. Speciated VOC hydrocarbons (~200 species) are the largest component, contributing 66 ± 27% of the total NMOG mass across all tests. This includes important SOA precursors such as single-ring aromatics (19 ± 9% of NMOG emissions). Oxygenated VOCs with carbon number ≤ 6, including aldehydes, ketones, and alcohols, contribute 3.6 ± 2.7% of NMOG emissions (Fig. 24). These species likely dominate the oxygenated organic emissions (15), but are unlikely to be SOA precursors in our experiments because of their low molecular weight and our use of nonacidic seed particles (16). Higher molecular weight hydrocarbons (IVOCs and SVOCs) contribute 5.3 ± 2.8% of the total NMOG. IVOCs and SVOCs have saturation concentrations (C*) of 300 to 3 × 10^6 µg m^-3 and 0.3–300 µg m^-3, respectively, corresponding approximately to C_{12}–C_{22} and C_{23}–C_{32} n-alkanes (6). We characterized IVOCs and SVOCs by analyzing sorbent and quartz filter samples using GC/mass spectrometry, which enabled quantification of 57 individual compounds and 32 lumped components (SI Appendix).

Despite our comprehensive analysis, 26 ± 13% of the NMOG mass measured by FID remains uncharacterized (which we refer to as "residual NMOG") (Fig. 24). The most likely contributor to the residual NMOG is unidentified VOCs in the C* range of C_{2}-C_{12} n-alkanes. Unlike our quantification of IVOCs and SVOCs, VOC analysis was only performed for a target list of compounds (SI Appendix), which almost certainly does not include all species in the VOC range (17). Larger (>C_{6}) oxygenated species also likely contribute some residual NMOG, but our data show that the majority (75 ± 8%) of measured oxygenated emissions are C_{1} and C_{2} species (formaldehyde and acetaldehyde). Furthermore, there is no relationship between emissions of oxygenated organics and the residual NMOG (SI Appendix, Fig. S1).

Therefore, we believe the residual NMOG in our experiments is unlikely to contain significant additional SOA precursors.

Our comprehensive speciation analysis reveals that the NMOG composition is largely consistent across vehicle classes (Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Fig. S2). The median NMOG composition for ULEV and SULEV vehicles is modestly different from the other classes with somewhat lower fractional aromatic and alkane emissions (and therefore higher residual NMOG), but these differences are not statistically significant and likely due to greater uncertainty associated with lower emission rates. This consistency also exists between individual vehicles (SI Appendix, Fig. S2), even though the absolute NMOG emission rates vary by almost two orders of magnitude across the test fleet.

The consistency in NMOG composition suggests that exhaust from different vehicles should have similar effective SOA yields. However, this contrasts sharply with the large measured variation in effective SOA yields. Fig. 2B compares the predicted effective SOA yields by vehicle class, using published high-NOx (oxides of nitrogen) yield data for individual compounds (SI Appendix). Only a portion of quantified VOCs (e.g., single-ring aromatics and large alkanes) are known SOA precursors. All IVOCs and SVOCs are SOA precursors (SI Appendix). Although LEV, ULEV, and SULEV experiments had high ozone concentrations, unsaturated compounds are not expected to be an important source of SOA production in our study because 83 ± 11% of the alkenes were smaller than C_{6} and there was no relationship between SOA yield and O_{3} exposure (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). As discussed above, we assume that the residual NMOG does not contain significant additional SOA precursors.

Fig. 2B highlights the importance of IVOCs and SVOCs, which contribute only ~5% of the NMOG emissions but 45–76% of the predicted SOA. The predicted effective SOA yields estimated from the composition data increase for lower-NMOG-emitting vehicles because of the increasing importance of SVOCs. However, the predicted increase in SOA yields is much smaller than the observed increase. For example, the median predicted effective SOA yield only varies by a factor of 1.2 between pre-LEV and ULEV vehicles versus a factor of 6 for the measured data. Therefore, the measured differences in chemical composition between vehicle classes alone cannot explain the observed trend in effective SOA yields.

SOA yields also depend on radical chemistry, especially the effects of NO_{x} (specifically NO) on the fate of peroxo radicals (8, 18–21), similar to the well-known ozone EKMA relationship. Laboratory data indicate that NO_{x} effects depend strongly on
molecular structure of the SOA precursor. For example, aromatic compounds have much higher SOA yields at low-NOx (high NMOG:NOx) than high-NOx conditions (low NMOG:NOx) (18, 19, 22, 23), whereas SOA formation from large alkanes is less sensitive to NOx (24). However, NOx effects have only been investigated for a handful of compounds. Gasoline vehicle exhaust is a complex mixture of aromatics, alkanes, and other classes of compounds (6). Furthermore, the majority of IVOC and SVOC emissions from gasoline vehicles have not been resolved at the molecular level. Given this complexity, the NOx effects on SOA formation from gasoline vehicle exhaust are uncertain.

Although the terms “high-NOx” and “low-NOx” are common, the fate of most organoperoxyl radicals (RO2) depends principally on NO concentrations. If substantial NO is present, then RO2 + NO reactions dominate, creating “high-NOx conditions”; at very low NO levels, RO2 + HO2 and RO2 + RO2 reactions will dominate, creating “low-NOx conditions”. The major exception is peroxacyl radicals, where peroxacyl + NO2 produces the peroxacyl nitrates (PAN). However, the NOx effects on SOA yields depend mostly on the NO concentrations in the chamber or the ambient atmosphere. All of the experiments described here were conducted with high-NOx concentrations, but there were large differences in NO levels. NOx in vehicle exhaust is primarily NO2 therefore the UV light portion of each experiment started with 41 ppbv or more of NO2. Furthermore, photolysis of HONO produced NO. However, the NO reacted quickly with O3 to form NO2. During LEV, ULEV, and SULEV experiments, NO levels fell below the detection limit of our instrument (a few ppbv) within minutes of turning on the UV lights, which led to a rapid increase in ozone concentrations (SI Appendix, Fig. S4). Therefore, essentially all of the SOA formation during these experiments occurred at very low NO levels (SI Appendix, Fig. S9). In contrast, NO levels were high throughout the pre-LEV experiments (the vehicles with the highest NO emissions), which resulted in low ozone concentrations. Therefore, the SOA formation in pre-LEV experiments occurred at high NO levels (SI Appendix, Fig. S9). Therefore, the LEV, ULEV, and SULEV experiments were likely conducted in a different NOx regime than the pre-LEV experiments.

The different NOx regimes can be indicated by the NMOG:NOx (which is analogous to the ratio of volatile organic compounds to NOx or VOC:NOx used in policy making) (25). We added propene to the chamber to adjust the initial NMOG:NOx (5), and interferences associated with HONO and the chemiluminescence NOx analyzer caused the experiments to span a wide range of initial NMOG:NOx (SI Appendix). These interferences only affect NOx measurements. Because NOx only contributed 6.6 ± 5.3% of the vehicular NOx emissions on a molar basis, we can robustly estimate the initial NMOG:NOx using the measured NOx. Although we added similar amounts of HONO and propene in each experiment (SI Appendix), the effect of the HONO interference was larger for low-emitting vehicles because of lower exhaust NOx levels in the chamber. Therefore, the net effect of the propene addition created a systematic trend in the initial NMOG:NOx by vehicle class ranging from 4.2 ± 1.0, 8.4 ± 4.4, 10.3 ± 4.3, and 17.8 ± 20.3 ppb C/ppb NOx for pre-LEV, LEV, ULEV, and SULEV experiments, respectively.

Our experiments allow examination of the effects of NO on SOA formation from gasoline vehicle exhaust, a highly complex mixture of organics. However, because VOC:NOx is the common descriptor in policy making, we present our results in terms of NMOG:NOx. Fig. 3A presents the empirical relationship between effective SOA yield (defined as the ratio of SOA mass to the reacted mass of SOA precursors) as a function of the initial NMOG:NOx. The yield increases dramatically with increasing NMOG:NOx. To quantify this increase, we binned the data and fitted a natural exponential to the average value in each NMOG:NOx bin (red symbols). This is an empirical relationship based on the initial NMOG:NOx of these experiments. The effective SOA yield increased from 0.06 to 0.46 as the NMOG:NOx increased from 4 to 10, after which the yield was approximately constant. This increase in SOA yield is important because the NMOG:NOx in many urban areas is evolving across this range as more controls are implemented on NOx emissions (Fig. 3A and B).

The measured increase in the effective SOA yield of gasoline vehicle exhaust is at the high end of the range observed for the handful of individual compounds whose changes in yield with NMOG:NOx have been previously studied (18, 19). Of these compounds, the largest increases in SOA production with
NMOG:No have been reported for single-ring aromatics (19). For gasoline vehicle exhaust, the majority of SOA production from VOCs is from single-ring aromatics. Aromatics (higher molecular weight single-ring and polyaromatics) likely also dominate SOA production from IVOCs (6).

As a final step in our analysis, we quantitatively compared the measurements to predictions of an SOA model (SI Appendix). Briefly, model inputs included measured SOA precursor (VOCs, IVOCs, and SVOCs) concentrations and OH exposures. We used yield data from the literature that account for both measured OA concentrations inside the chamber (gas-particle partitioning) and NOx effects (low versus high NMOG:Nox) (SI Appendix).

We can explain the measured SOA formation of gasoline vehicle exhaust if we account for all measured SOA precursors and NOx effects. In Fig. 4 we present model–measurement ratios for high- and low-NOx conditions. Except for the pre-LEV experiments, the high-NOx predictions substantially underestimate measured SOA production with a median model–measurement ratio of 0.44. We conducted the pre-LEV experiments at high-NOx conditions. The low-NOx predictions largely close the SOA mass balance for LEV and ULEV experiments conducted at high initial NMOG:Nox with the median model–measurement ratio of 0.97. This supports the conclusion that the trend in effective SOA yields among vehicle classes shown in Fig. 1C is primarily due to the effects of NOx (i.e., different experimental conditions) and not differences in exhaust composition.

Our SOA predictions are uncertain due to uncertainties in both published SOA yield data and wall losses of low-volatility organic vapors. For example, published SOA yields of m-xylene under high-NOx conditions at the OA concentration of 10 μg/m³ vary by a factor of ~2.5 (19, 26, 27). We used parameterizations at the high end of the published range. In addition, we measured SOA precursors in the CVS and assumed that they were transferred to the chamber with 100% efficiency (neglecting possible losses of low-volatility organic vapors). This approach provides an upper bound on the SOA precursor concentration inside the chamber, which, in turn, provides an upper bound on the estimated SOA production. These two factors (high yields and assuming negligible wall losses) likely explain the model over-prediction of the pre-LEV data.

These uncertainties do not depend on vehicle class and therefore should not alter the trend of observed effective SOA yields. For example, excluding SVOCs from the model reduces predicted SOA production by 20% (Fig. 4, the high-NOx case), but only increases the effective SOA yield by 4%, on average.

Fig. 4 indicates that IVOCs and SVOCs contribute 34–51% of the predicted SOA in our chamber experiments, confirming the hypothesis of Jathar et al. (3) that unspeciated NMOG (the sum of IVOCs, SVOCs, and residual NMOG in the present study) is an important source of SOA precursors. We have now quantified IVOCs and SVOCs, and although they are only a small fraction of the unspeciated NMOG of Jathar et al. (3), they comprise the vast majority of the additional precursors. The effective SOA yields presented in Fig. 34 show no positive correlation with the fraction of the residual NMOG, supporting the conclusion that the residual (uncharacterized) NMOG are not significant SOA precursors.

Our experiments demonstrate that increasingly stringent NMOG emissions standards reduce SOA precursor emissions (Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S6). For example, emissions of major classes of SOA precursors (IVOCs and model IVOCs and IVOCs) mirror the reductions in NMOG across vehicle classes (SI Appendix, Fig. S6). This should reduce SOA production from gasoline vehicle exhaust provided that the atmospheric NMOG:Nox remains in the high-NOx regime where ROx + NO dominates (Fig. 2C). The exception is SVOC emissions, for which tightening NMOG emissions standards has been relatively less effective at controlling compared with other SOA precursor classes (e.g., Fig. 2). This may be due to lubricating oil and not fuel being the major source of SVOC emissions (28, 29) (SI Appendix).

However, the strong dependence of the SOA yield on NMOG:Nox can dramatically influence the effectiveness of gasoline vehicle emission controls (and NOx controls in general) on SOA formation. Fig. 3C shows that the California Air Resources Board (CARB) predicts an 80% reduction in NMOG emissions from on-road gasoline vehicles over the next two decades (with the base year of 2012) in the South Coast Air Basin (SoCAB) due to fleet turnover and widespread deployment of vehicles meeting SULEV standards (12, 30). If the NMOG:Nox remained constant, this would lead to a dramatic reduction in SOA formation. However, over this period, CARB predicts that the average atmospheric NMOG:Nox in the SoCAB will increase from 3.5 to 6.0 due to large reductions in NOx emissions necessary for ozone and inorganic particulate matter controls (Fig. 3B and SI Appendix, Fig. S7) (30). Similar changes in NMOG:Nox are occurring in other parts of the United States (31). NMOG:Nox also varies by time of day and day of the week—e.g., NMOG:Nox is higher on weekends when there is less diesel truck traffic (32, 33).

In Fig. 3C we show the effect of changing NMOG:Nox on SOA production from gasoline vehicles in the SoCAB (Los Angeles and vicinity), including historical data from 2003 and extending to 2035. Our calculations combine the CARB predicted NMOG:Nox (Fig. 3B) and CARB on-road gasoline vehicle NMOG emission inventory (SI Appendix, Fig. S7) with our effective SOA yield data (Fig. 34). We assume a constant effective SOA yield of 0.06 for NMOG:Nox < 4.1, which corresponds to the conditions in Los Angeles before 2012 (2).

Fig. 3C suggests that historical controls have been highly effective at reducing SOA levels in the Los Angeles area. Before 2012, atmospheric OA levels declined at 8% per year, mirroring the reductions in gasoline vehicle NMOG emissions. However, our results indicate that future reductions in these emissions may not lead to lower SOA levels due to increasing SOA yields caused by changing NMOG:Nox. In fact, our predictions suggest
that for the majority of the 2020–2035 period the SOA production from on-road gasoline vehicles will be greater than in 2012. The ambient OA data have been essentially constant since 2012, suggesting that this leveling off may have already begun.

Therefore, despite widespread adoption of SULEV-compliant vehicles over the next two decades, our data suggest that there will be little reduction in SOA from gasoline vehicle emissions. In contrast, emissions reductions before 2012 occurred under high-NOx conditions (2) (Fig. 3C) and thus were highly effective at reducing SOA formation. Although there is variability in the measured yields, predictions based on the 25th and 75th percentiles of the yield data suggest that this conclusion is robust (Fig. 3C).

Reducing NOx emissions is important for ozone and inorganic particulate matter controls (34), but Fig. 3C suggests that there will be a large unintended consequence of this strategy on SOA production (and therefore urban particulate matter levels). This is an important tradeoff because most of the economic benefits attributed to reductions in air pollution are associated with reductions in particulate matter concentrations (35). Reducing NOx will reduce nitrate aerosol, but these reductions will likely be offset to some extent by higher [and potentially more toxic (36)] SOA levels. It is likely the same effect will occur in many urban areas. In addition, although our analysis only considered on-road gasoline vehicle exhaust (an important source of SOA precursors in urban environments), SOA production from emissions from other sources also likely depends on NMOC:NOx. Our findings highlight the importance of integrated emission control policies for NOx and NMOCs to maximize the benefits of recently promulgated vehicle emissions standards.

Materials and Methods

We characterized the tailpipe emissions from on-road gasoline vehicles and their SOA production during dynamometer testing at the California Air Resources Board’s (CARB) Haagen–Smit Laboratory. We sampled the entire exhaust from each vehicle using a constant-volume sampler (CVS) nominally following the Code of Federal Regulations Title 40, Chapter 1, Subchapter C, Part 86. We converted pollutant concentrations measured in the CVS and smog chamber to a fuel basis using measured CO2 and CO concentrations and a fuel-carbon mass-balance approach. We quantified SOA precursor emissions through comprehensive analysis of samples collected from the CVS using Tedlar bags, 1,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine (DNPH) impregnated cartridge, Tenax adsorbent tubes, and quartz filters. We photooxidized dilute emissions from 25 vehicles in a 7 m3 smog chamber to quantify SOA production. We corrected the SOA production data for vapor and particle wall losses. We predicted the SOA production using the measured SOA precursor concentrations, OH concentrations inferred from the measured decay of d butanol, and the approach of Zhao et al. (6). Please see SI Appendix for further details of materials and methods.
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